Rockport Carryall Supply list
By Jackie Vujcich
In this 2-session class you will concur the channel-stitched-effect of the tote bag and add the special effects of
handles and bows with extra tips beyond what the pattern offers. You have a choice of making either bag:
Large 18” side x 12” deep x 16” tall
Medium 13” wide x 9” deep x 11” tall
Required Pattern: Rockport Carryalls by Aunties Two Patterns

Fabric (please note that fabric quantities on the pattern are incorrect/missing so please use quantities given below):
Optional: while the pattern calls for one fabric (fabric A) for the sides (both inside and out), be creative-sew blocks, strips or scraps together to make
your own unique fabric, large enough for the sides (large 35” X 56” or medium 24” x 42”). Should you choose to do this, the fabric MUST be
pieced and ready to go by the first class!
Large
Medium
Fabric A (must have 42” of usable width) -sides 1¾ yards
1 ¼ yards
Bottom, Handles
¾ yard
2/3 yard
Bow/Binding
¾ yard
2/3 yard

Notions:
Interfacing for sides- In R-Form Plus (58” wide) for either size tote
Oval bottoms: Craf-Tex Plus (Lg for large tote or Sm. For medium tote) OR
Pellon’s 72F stiff double-sided fusible interfacing (3/4 yd. for large tote or ½ yd. for medium tote)
Aunties Twos Happy Handles kit (#AT238) for either size tote
Machine, cords, ¼” foot (or must be able to produce a ¼” seam) and a walking foot is very helpful
Rotary Cutter and Quilt ruler 6” x 24
Your own iron (I’m asking you to bring this so that if you get fusible on the bottom, you won’t mess up the
store’s iron)
Applique pressing sheet or parchment paper – a MUST
Scissors and pins
Optional: clover Wonder Clips very helpful
Thread for machine piecing (it will show on the outside of the tote, so make sure it coordinates with your fabric)
Thread for hand piecing -12 wt. cotton thread by Aurifil or Sulky (matching binding fabric color)
Milliner’s size 7 hand-sewing needle
Marking tool (such as chalk that removes easily)
Pre-class homework: Cut the following fabric prior to class please (yes it really needs to be done before class).
Depending on which size tote you are making
1) from fabric A cut: large 35” X 56” or medium 24” x 42
2) from your bottom fabric cut- two rectangles large 14” x 20” or medium 11” x 16”
this will allow us time in class to do more productive steps
If you have any questions, please contact me at coloradocreations@comcast.net (also if you are having trouble
finding notions

